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FINITE CRACK PROPAGATION IN A MICROPOLAR ELASTIC SOLID

Seog Young Han*, M.N.L. Narasimhan** and T.e. Kennedy***

(Received July 3, 1989)

The dynamic propagation of a finite crack under mode- I loading in a micropolar elastic solid is investigated. By using an
integral transform method, a pair of two-dimensional singular integral equations governing stress and couple stress is formulated
in terms of displacement transverse to the crack, macro and micro rotations, and microinertia. These equations are solved
numel:ically, and solutions for dynamic stress intensity and couple stress intensity factors are obtained by utilizing the values of
the strengths of the square root singularities in macrorotation and the gradient of microrotation at the crack tips. The motion of
the crack tips and the load on the crack surface are not prescribed in the formulation of the problem. Therefore, the method of
solution is applicable to nonuniform rates of propagation of a crack under an arbitrary time-dependent load on the crack surface.
As an example, the diffraction of a micropolar dilatational wave by a stationary crack is considered. The behavior of the
microrotation field and the dynamic couple stress intensity factor, influenced by microinertia, in addition to the dynamic stress
intensity factor, are examined. The classical elasticity solution for the corresponding problem arises as a special case when the
micropolar moduli are dropped from the present solution.

Key Words: Micropolar, Microcontinuum, Stress Intensity Factor, Couple Stress, Couple Stress Intensity Factor,
Microrotation

1. INTRODUCTION

In dynamic crack propagation, a number of steady state
and transient problems have been investigated from the
viewpoint of classical elasticity theory. Yoffee(1951), Craggs
(1960), and Sih and Loeber(1969) have investigated steady
state problems. Transient problems were first considered by
Broberg(1960), with subsequent contributions by Baker(1962),
Freund(1972) and Thau and Lu(1971). Most of these studies
have dealt with semi-infinite crack problems which are trac
table. However, in real situations, cracks are of finite length;
and while the investigation of the dynamic interaction of the
two tips of a finite crack is very important, conventional
methods of analysis, such as the Wiener-Hopf technique,
cannot be easily applied to finite crack problems due to the
mathematical complexities of analysis. The problem of dif
fraction of elastic waves by a finite crack has been discussed
by Eringen and Suhubi(l974). Kim(1977) investigated the
dynamic propagation of a finite crack in general terms for (1)
a stationary crack, (2) a crack propagating at constant speed,
and (3) a crack which suddenly stops after propagation at
constant speed. All of the above studies have dealt with
classical elastic media. However, to the best of our knowl
edge, there have been no investigations of dynamic crack
propagation in micropolar elastic media.

The micropolar theory of elasticity, developed by Eringen
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and Suhubi(1964) and Eringen(1966), incorporates the prop
erties of the microstructure of a material with in the contin
uum framework. A micropolar continuum may be regarded
as a classical continuum, each point of which is assigned
another continuum with an additional rotational degree of
freedom besides translation. A consequence of this feature is
that the medium can support couple stress, spin and mi
croinertia. The constitutive theory for micropolar media
consists of a stress constitutive equation involving microrota
tion and a couple stress constitutive equation involving the
gradients of microrotation. The field equations are augment
ed by a conservation law for microinertia.

The object of this study is to obtain the dynamic stress and
the dynamic couple stress intensity factors for a finite crack
whose tips may propagate nonuniformly in time under an
arbitrary time dependent normal load on the crack surface.
By using an integral transform method, a pair of two
dimensional singular integral equations governing dynamic
stress and dynamic couple stress is formulated. The present
analysis demonstrates that both the macrorotation and the
gradient of the microrotation of the crack surface can be
determined by solving these singular inergral equations. In
addition, it is shown that both the dynamic stress and the
couple stress intensity factors can be obtained by utilizing the
values of the strengths of the square root singularities in
macrorotation and the gradient of the microrotation at the
crack tips. In this analysis, we have also investigated the
behavior of the microrotation field and the dynamic couple
stress intensity factor, influenced by microinertia, which have
no conterparts in the classical theory of elasticity. The classi
cal elasticity solution for the dynamic finite crack propaga
tion problem arises as a special case when the micropolar
moduli are dropped from the present solution.
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2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

A plane finite crack is contained in an unbounded medium as
shown in Fig. 1. The body is micropolar, linearly elastic,
isotropic and homogeneous, and the body force and the body
couple are assumed to be negligible. A Cartesian coordinate
system which has been normalized by the half crack length is
introduced in such a way that the crack surface is initially
defined by -1 < x < 1, Y =O±, - 00 < z < 00. The time variable
used in this study has also been normalized by the time for the
micropolar dilatational wave to travel half of the crack
length. As a result of this normalization, the micropolar
dilatational wave speed is equal to unity. The propagation
distances of the right and left crack tips are denoted by a+ (f),
and a-(t), respectively. Thus, the positions of the crack tips
at time, f, are given by x=±I±a±(t), y=O±. The crack tip
velocities c±(t) are such that c±(t) =0 for f <°and 0< c±(t)
<CR for f ~O, where CR is the classical Rayleigh wave speed.
The field equations of micropolar linear elasticity are

The quantities A, /1, K and yare the micropolar moduli, and
P and j are the mass density and the microinertia density,
respectively, of the medium, which are treated as constants.

The general solution of this problem is the superposition of
the solutions to the following: (1) the problem of the crack
free region subjected to uniaxial tension, a(x, f), and (2) the
problem of the crack opened out by normal pressure, a(x, t),
with no loading at infinity. Since we are interested in the
dynamic stress and couple stress intensity factors, only prob
lem (2) is considered since both of the stress intensity factors
may be derived from it. By symmetry, this problem is equiva
lent to the problem of determination of stress distribution in
the half plane y ~o, when its boundary is subjected to the
following conditions:

fyy{x, 0, t) = -a(x, t)}_1_ (f)< <1+ (f) (2a)
MyAx, 0, t) =0 a- x a+, (2b)

v(x, 0, t) = °} () (2c)
</J(x,O,t)=O x>I+a+(t) orx<-I-a- f, (2d)

and

where U and v are the x-and y-components of the displace
ment vector and </J is z-component of the microrotation
vector, and

where fyy, fyx, a and M yz represent, respectively, the normal
stress component, the shear stress component, the uniaxial
tension, and pertinent couple stress component, normalized
with respect to the shear modulus of the material. The initial
conditions are

and

(CD
2+c.2)U, XX+(CD2-CS2)V, xy

+( CS
2+ C3

2
) U, yy+ c.2</J, y= U, it

(CD
2+ C,z) v, xx+( CD

2- Cs2) U, xy

+ (Cs2+ C,z) v, yy+ C32</J, x = V, it

C/(</J, xx+</J, yy)+ C/-(v, x- U, y)

- ; C32</J = </J, tt

(Ia)

(Ib)

(Ic)
U(x, y, 0) =0,
v(x, y, 0) =0,
</J(x, y, 0) =0,
U, ,(x, y, 0) =0,
v, ,(x, y, 0) =0,
</J, ,(x, y, 0) =0,

O~lxl<oo, (2e)

(3)

(4)

C
D

2 = A+2/1
P ,

C 2 ---'£
3 - p'

CLl!.-
S - p'

C/=~.
Pl

y

for all x and y.
The components of stress, displacement and microrotation

must vanish as (X 2+y2)--->oo. Moreover, the symmetry with
respect to the y-axis provides the additional conditions,

v(x, 0, t)=v(-x,O, f), < <
-00 x 00

</J(x, 0, t) = -</J( -x, 0, f). '

3. FORMULATION OF INTERGRAL
EQUATIONS

-1-/l-(t) -1

x

Since the problem is symmetric with respect to y =0, only
the upper half space is considered and y =°is used rather
than y = 0+ for the y-coordinate of th crack surface. Integral
transforms are employed to reduce the partial differential
equations (1) to ordinary differential equations. First, the
time, f, is eliminated by application of the Laplace transform,

(5)

where the initial conditions are used. Second, Fourier
trigonometric transforms are used to suppress y. They are
defined by

Fig. 1 Geometry of the problem
!(x, s, p) =100

!(x, y, p) cos (sy)dy
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The Fourier cosine transform is applied to the Laplace trans·
form of equation (la) and a Fourier sine transform is applied,
respectively, to the Laplace transform of equations (lb) and
(lc). The resulting equations are

!(x, s, p) = 1~!(x, y, p) sin (sy)dy

U, xx- (AZs z+ pZ) u+ BZs V, x+ sczJ
=(Bz+Cz-AZ) iJ, x

Azt, xx-(sz+pZ) v-Bzsu, x
- Cz¢,x= -siJ,

(6)

(7a)

(7b)

<!>(x, s, p) =F2B3(S, p)e'2X

+ F2B.(s, p)e-"2X
+ F3Bs(s, p)e'3X+ F3B.(s, p)(s, P)e-'3X

+ W3l:iJ(r;, 0, p) cos h[r3(r;-x)]dr;

+ W2l:iJ(r;, 0, p) cos h[r2(r;-x)]dr;

+ W,l: iJ(r;, 0, p) cos hh(r;- x)]dr;

+ W;l:<fi(r;, 0, p) cos h[r3(r;-x)]dr;

+ W;l:<!>(r;, 0, p) sin h[r2(r;-x)]dr;

and
(9c)

Boundary condition (2e) has been used to obtain the right·
hand sides of equations (7a, b) in terms of iJ(x, 0, p) and iJ, x
(x, 0, pl·

The general solutions of equation (7) are given by

U(x, s, p) o=B,(s, p)e"x+Bz(s, p)e-"X
+B3(s, p)e'2x+B.(s,P)e-'2X

+Bs(s, P)e'3x+B.(s, P)e- 19X

+ T3l:iJ(r;, 0, p) cos h[r3(r;-x)]dr;

+ Tzl:iJ(r;, 0, p) cos h[Y2(r;-x)]dr;

+ T,l: iJ(r;, 0, p) cos h['Y!( r; - x) ]dr;

+t3l:<fi(r;, 0, p) sin h[r3(r;-x)]dr;

+tzl:<fi(r;, 0, p) sin h[r2(r;-x)]dr; (9a)

v(x, s, p) =

-~-BI(s p)e"x+-~-B2(S p)e-"X
Yl' Yl'

2

_12B ,(s, P)e'2x+LS.(s, p)e-'2X
s s

-Y2.B (s P)e"x+.ll-S (s p)e-"Xs 5 , S 6 ,

+ V3l: iJ(r;, 0, p) sin h[r3(r; - x)]dr;

+ Vzl: iJ(r;, 0, p) sin h[r2(r;-x)]dr;

+ Vll: iJ(r;, 0, p) sin hh(r; - x)]dr;

+ V;l:<fi(r;, 0, p) cos h[r3(r; - x) ]dr;

+ V;l:<fi(r;, 0, p) cos h[Y2(r;-x)]dr;, (9b)
(11)

u(x, s, p) =O}
g(x,s,P)~O atx=±oo.
¢;(x, s, p)-O

r,2=s2+p2,

r22=sz+ 2:'~2(A2/C,z+82B2_82A2)

+.~. ib4 2 -92_R 11Z

j 282A 2 ,

r/=s2+ 2:'~2·(A2/C,z+82B2_82A2)

+£ (2A2=-~1+Rl/2
j Z82 A 2

,

R= [P2(A2/C,z- 82
) + t!j(2A2- C2)j2-4€82C2p2/j,

T, = --;z (- "1,2 L2+ S2),

T - __1_ . 1__
2- 82A 2 "1/-"122

(RS r2+ Rsr,2+ R3+--7-z),
"/2 - "11

T3=L2- T2- T"
82S 2C2 1 1

t2=-~ia-- r?:::"r? "(PA2'

82S ZC2 1 1
t-~-~~----

3- "13 r/-r22 82A2'

1 [ S2 ]VI =·s "11 T, - r,L2+y;- ,

Vi=riT,fs (i=2,3),
V'i=r,T,fs (i =2,3),
Wi= - {r!Ti-(A2s2+ p2) T i - rB2s V,lIsC2

(i=I,Z,3),
W ' i = - { "I i 2 t i - ( A 2 S 2 + P 2 ) t i - rB 2 s V,l}

IsC2

(i=2,3),
Rs=82A 2L2,
L2=B2+ C2- A 2,
R3= 82s2(B 2- U- A ZL2)

-P2L2[82+·~:2J-tf (ZiP-C2),

R, = 82s'(L2_ B 2)+ S2p2[ 82L2+ L
2;;,f2

]

+ cU2P'+ €~2 (2L2_C2)+}~Up2,
2 J J

Fi=( -B2s2-A2r!+r,2)/sC2 (i=2, 3). (10)

The coefficients Bi(i=I, 2, "',6) are determined from the
following conditions:

where

(8)

(7c)

B Z= CDZ-C/
CM '

8z= C/=L
C/ f.1.j'

CM=CDz+C/.

where

and We get
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o I _ '"
tyy{x, s, p)= C;[- v(x, 0, p)+sv(x, s, p)]

L 2 =+ C; U, x- (13)

The inverse Fourier cosine transform for any point in the
space is then taken and y is allowed to approach zero. Since
{yy(x, y, p) is continuous in y at y=O, we can interchange the
order of the limit process and integration in s. The inverse
Fourier cosine transform which is defined by

'the stres§. components in the transform space, txx, t m tyx,
Mxz and M yz can then be obtained by transforming the stress
displacement equations and substituting for U, vand J from
equations (9). However, only t yy and Myz are considered since
the main object of this study is the determination of the
dynamic stress and couple stress intensity factors. The trans·
formed, normalized stress component tyy is given by

(16)

tyy{X, 0, t) =

%t[l:tv, .(7J, 0, r)H(t-r-I7J-xi)

M,(t-r, 7J- x )drd7J ]

+1~~tv, 7J(7J, 0, r)H(t- r-I7J-xl/A)

M2(t-r,7J-x)drd7J

+1~~tv, 7J(7J, 0, r)H(t- r-I7J- xl/BC2)

Ma(t-r,7J-x)drd7J

+1~~t¢(7J, 0, r)H(t- r-I7J-xl/A)

M.(t-r,7J-x)drd7J

+1~~t¢(7J, 0, r)H(t- r-I7J-xl/BC2)

M 5(t-r,7J-x)drd7J (17)

where

where • denotes the convolution integral, we obtain

singularities present in the integal formulation of tm as will
be seen later. We find it necessary to consider the case of
large p, which corresponds to small t, based on the Tauberian
theorems. The inverse Laplace transform is then taken by
application of the Cagniard-Dehoop method and a convolu
tion integral, that is, the expression for tyy(x, 0, p) obtained
above is changed into a recognizable Laplace transform by
setting Yil7J- xl =pt U= 1,2,3) in each double integral. Then,
using the identity

(15)

(12)

21~ -!(x, y, p) =- !(x, s, p) cos (sy)ds
7[ 0

B,(S, p) = - ~11: if(7J, 0, p) e- M d7J,

B ( p) - -h1~ -( °p) -1,ndas, - 2 __~ V 7J" e 7J ,

+ ~ 1:¢(7J, 0, p)e- M d7J,

B 5(s, p) = - ~a1: if(7J, 0, p)e- 13nd7J,

+ ~ 1)(7J, 0, p)e- 13n d7J,

B 2(s, p) =B.(s, p) =B6 (s, p) =0.

Substituting uand vfrom equations (9a, b) into the equation
(13) and integrating by parts, we obtain

tyy(x, s, p) =

- ~I (U- S2 I'YI 2)1~ if, .(7J, 0, p) e- 11(.-X)d7J

+ ~I (U- S2/r/)1: if, .(7J, 0, p) e 11(.-X)d7J

- ~2(U-I)1~ if, .(7J, 0, p)e-1,(.-X)d7J

+ ~2(L2_1)1:if,.(7J,0,p)e1'('-X)d7J

- ~a(U-I)1~ if, .(7J, 0, p)e- 13(.-X)d7J

+ ~a(U-I)LX if,.(7J, 0, p)e 13(.-X)d7J

+ t2i2(U-I) 1~¢(7J, 0, p)e-1,(.-X)d7J

- t2{"(U_I) 1:¢(7J, 0, p)e 1z(·-X)d7J

+ taia(U-I) f:¢(7J, 0, p) e- 13(,-X)d7J

-}ai3 (L2-1)1:¢, .(7J, 0, P)e- 13(.-X)d7J

p2 _
--2 v(X, 0, pl. (14)

Yl

is performed on equation (14) for y =0. The inverse Laplace
transform is then taken to obtain the expression for tyy. In
view of the lengthy expressions for Yi(S, p), i = 1,2,3, we find
it reasonable to use an approximation scheme for the inver
sion of the Laplace transform that would be unaffected by the

and H(t) is the Heaviside function. Equation (17) is rear
ranged in such a way that the terms with the Cauchy kernel
(7J - x) -I are extracted out and the terms with the kernel (7J
- x) -3 in M,U = I, 2, "', 5) are combined so that the strong
singularities across 7J = X are cancelled. Noting that the v,
.( 7J, 0, r) is equal to the macrorotation of the crack surface,
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(23)

(22)

(24)

+q2 112}-2]

1 1-U A 2
E 2+C2/B 2 _t_

-8 -2- -j- (A 2/C2 2-82) 8'C'2

[{I +q2 112 }-1+ In ~+ (et/8~:A2) 1/2].

K ( f: i') - 8
2
C22C

2
t (1+ 1/2}-2

4 <;, ~ - 4A'(A2-82C22) ~f2 ql ,

K 5( f: i') - 8
2
C

2
C2

2
t (I + 112}-2

'i, ~ - 484C24(A2-82C,z) -p- q2

_ [ 1 t
2

]ql- 1-jp --p-,
_[ 1 t 2

].q2- l-"(J2C/ --p- ,
A,== {(7J, r)!0< r< t-I7J-xl.

-1- a-( r) < 7J < 1+ a+( r)},
A 2== {(7J, r)10< r< t--I7J- xl/ A,

~1 a-(r)<7J<l+a+(r)},
A 3 == {(7J, r)10< r< t-I7J-xIMC2.

-l-a-( r) < 7J<1 +a+( r)} (21)

_Likewise, the transformed, normalized couple stress,
MyzCx, S, p) is given by

By following a method similar to that used for tyy(x, 0, t), we
obtain

Substituting for 1> from equation (9c) into equation (22), and
integrating by parts, we obtain

(19)

where

W(7J, 0, r), that following equation is obtained:

where

KM, n==-f[1+(l_l2/;')1/2 2(l~U)
(l-L 2) 3+t2/;2 ]

---8- 1+(l+0.5t2/;')(l-t2/;')1I2 ,

K ( f: i') == _(1-U) -l{1 + 1/2}-2
2 <;, ~ 4A2;2 ql

1 1-U A 2
E 2+C2/B 2 ;

+-12 -2- -j- (A 2Tc,z-82) A'

[ {l.S+q11/2} -'-0.2S{l.5+ qlll2} -I {I +q/12} -2]

1 1-L2 A 2E 2+Cz/B2 t
+8 -2- -j- (A2/C22 -82) Ji4
[{l +q/12}-'+ln ~+(;'r/~2/A

2
)1I2].

3 _ 1 1-U A 2E 2+C2/B 2 _;_
K (~, n--rr -2- -T (A 2/C2 2-82) 8'C2'

X [ {1. 5 + q2 112 }- 1 - 0.25 {1. 5 + q2 1/2 }- I {l

where

r(x, t) == rr ¢,.(7J, 0, r)-(_l_)-drd7J
JJA3 7J-X'

+ flf•• (T/,O, r)K6(t-r,7J-x)drd7J

-(l-U) A;E -C;02(2+C2/B 2
)

[
rr (t_r)2

x JJA/(7J. 0, r)~.::-xy

-Z821C22fLV(7J. 0, r)(T/~XTdrd7J

+ f1/(T/, 0, r) K7 (t - r, 71 - x)drd7J ].

and where

K6(~, n == - 82G~"p[1 +q2 112l- 1

K2(~, n==- 204~'e[1+q2112]-2.

(25)

(26)
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The TJ-integration in equations (20) and (25), which include
the Cauchy kernels, is performed in the sense of the Cauchy
principal value, if they do not exist in the sense of Riemann.
Recalling that tyy(x, 0, t) is given as a boundary condition on
the crack surface, equation (19) can be viewed as an integro
differential equation for the unknown functions 0;( TJ, 0, r)
and ¢;(TJ, 0, r). Like wise, Myz(x, 0, t) is given as a boundary
condition on the crack surface and equation (24) can be
viewed as another integro-differenctial equation for the un
known functions v(TJ, 0, r) and ¢;, TJ(TJ, 0, r). Moreover, v(TJ,
0, r) can be obtained from 0;( TJ, 0, r) and c/J (TJ, 0, r) from
¢;, .(TJ, 0, r). However, the evaluation of w(TJ, 0, r) and ¢;,.(TJ,
0, r) can only be carried out numerically since the equations
are not analytically tractable. In order to facilitate the appli
cation of numerical techniques, equations (19) and (24) are
changed into integral equation from by integration with
respect to time. Note that

where Q and (JJ are assumed to be bounded and continuous
almost everywhere over the area,S, defined by 5 = {( TJ, r) Ir
20, -1-a-(r)l<TJ<I+a+(r)}. The functions Q and (JJ are
zero if (TJ, r) is not in S. Therefore, there is a jump disconti
nuity in Q and (JJ across the crack tip trajectories. In order to
derive formulas for the stress and couple stress intensity
factors, it is further assumed that Q and (JJ are analytic in the
region 5 almost everywhere along the crack tip trajectories.
Moreover, in the numerical integration process, Q and (JJ are
treated as if they are bounded and continuous everywhere in
S.

4. STRESS AND COUPLE STRESS
INTENSITY FACTORS

The dynamic stress intensity factor KJD±(t) is defined by

where te is the time for the propagating crack tip to arrive at
x, such that x = 1+ a+( te) for X> 1 and x = -1- a-( te) for x
< - 1. Then, we obtain

(32)Q(TJ, r)

where the upper and lower signs are, respectively, for the
right and left crack tips. The evaluation of KJD±( t) is then
considered for the case of uniform extension of a crack. The
formula obtained for this case will be extended to nouniform
propagation of the crack without a detailed proof. For uni·
form extension, equation (30a) is written as

(27)

(28)

2(1- L Z
)cz U(x, t)-H(lxl-l)J(x, tel]r Z

= I' tyy(X, 0, r) dr
"

1" 2(1-V)
tyy(X, 0, r)dr= C Z J(x, tel, for Ixl>L

o r Z

In order to evaluate w(TJ, 0, r) and ¢;,.(TJ, 0, r), present
in equations (28) and (29), it is expedient to cast them in a
form in which their singularities are explicit. In view of
previous analyses in the literature, two types of singularities
can be expected. The first type is the square root signularity
which arises at the crack tip, the proof of which can be found
in Achenbach and Bazant(1975) and Freund and Clifton(1974).
The second type is the traveling logarithmic sigularity locat
ed at the front of the Rayleigh wave, confirmed by
Baker(l962) and Thau and Lu(1971), each of whom differ
entiated the normal displacement of the crack surface with
respect to the coordinates of the crack propagation direction.
Despite the fact that w= v, x has a lograrithmic singularity as
x -.. ± CRt(see the appendix in Kim, (1977), it turns out that the
final evaluation of the normal stress component tyy has only
a square root singularity according to the analysis of (Kim,
1977). In the present case, of micropolar medium, the analysis
for ¢;,. is quite analogous to that for the macrorotation w. We
now express wand ¢;,. as

and

U'(X, t)-H(lxl-l)j'(x, te)]=O

In equations (28) and (29), it is assumed that

te =0, if Ixi < 1.

(29)

The procedure for obtaining KJD±(t) has been described,
where c has already been defined as the crack tip velocity.
This procedure is analogous to the one used by Kim(1977) for
the classical case, which we will not repeat here. However,
we point out that the procedure consists of choosing a partic
ular point (x, t) in the TJ - r plane such that x > 1+ ct and
constructing the regions AI> A z, and A 3 by drawing the
characteristic lines. Then by introducing an appropriate
polar coordinate system and following the analysis of Musk
helishvili[(1953), equation (29.3)], we evaluate KIM t) :

KliJ(t)=/(A, Cz, c) Q(1+ct, t)/l1+ct, (33)

where

/(A, Cz, C) = 20-t:)r
1IZ

[1-0.250-V)]

(LZ-l)zr1IZ 20-LZ)cZrlIZ[ 1
+ 2AzCz" (I-CZ)lIZCz" 1+(I-cZ)'IZ

1
2(1- L Z

)

(I-V) 3+cz ]
- 8 [1+0+0.5cZ)(I-cZ)l/2]

+ (L;~;~:;r'j2 ~: [1+J1 +cz/AZ]-Z (34)

for the right crack tip. In a similar manner, we obtain

and

w(TJ, 0, r) (30a)

(30b)

KiiJ(t) = - /(A, Cz, c) Q( -1- ct, t) /11+ ct (35)

for the left crack tip.
Recalling that Ki'D( t) was determined by considering the

neighborhood of the point, (1 + ct, t), in the TJ - r plane, the
applicability of equations (33) and (35) can be extended to the
case of uniform rates of propagation with some modification.
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The following equation is then obtained: T

(xm,t)

Division of the area of integration for numerical integra
tion:

8S3 At
j.'·..·....··.....1A~

CJA;

(3) ~-~~~"'~.tt--""'-<-I 1
!:J.T

~_~~~~~:~~~ T

Fig. 2

(36)

where the characteristic length b is given by

Similarly, the dynamic couple stress intensity factor KiM t)
is defined by

and the upper and lower signs are, respectively, for the right
and left crack tips.

For uniform extension, equation (30b) is written as

Then, according to the definition,

,p, .(TJ, 0, r)
fJJ( TJ, r) (38) (l) IlJ"-Xml=t-r,

(2) ITJ"-Xml=A(t-r),
(3) IlJ"-Xml=8C,(t r)

K/j,(t) =g(BCz, c) fJJ(1+et, t)1 /1+et

for the right crack tip and

(39) tyy(X, O, t)=-oH(t)
Myz(x,O,t)=O

for Ixl< 1, (43)

g( BCz, c) = - jBZI bJr

x[1- Bz~" [1 +{1 + {1-eZIBzC/PIZ}]-1 ).

(40)

In a similar manner, we obtain

KiM(t)=-g(BCz, c) fJJ(-I-et, t)!l1+cf (41)

for the left crack tip and

where 0 is the uniform pressure on the crack surface, and a
(t) = a+(t) = a-(t).

The numerical procedure for the computation of integral
equation (29) is analogous to that of Kim (1977) and is out
lined as follows: Introduce a new variable, defined by TJ" = TJI
[1+a(r)], and as a consequence the :regions A" A z, and A 3

are as a consequence the regions A,", Az*, and A,"(see Fig.
2). Then, we divide A)",Az", and A," into a set of horizontal
strips of equal spacing with interval .dr. As previously noted,
the logarithmic singularities are neglected and Q" and fJJ"
are approximated in each strip by

5. EXAMPLE. PROBLEM

In orfer to obtain K liJ(t) and K I~(t), Q [± 1± a±W] and
fJJ[±I±a±(t)] are first obtained by solving the simultaneous
integral equations, (28) and (29), numerically. Then KIM t) and
KiM t) are computed by using equations (36) and (42).

KI~(t) = ±g[OCz, e±(t)]
fJJ[±I±a+(t), t]

x [{2+a_(t)+a+(t)}/2j'/z
(42) (44a)

2M-l

fJJ*(TJ*, r) = L: [eoj+doj ( r- ro)]Tj(TJ*),
j=I,3

(44b)

where

Q"(TJ", d =Q(TJ, r), fJJ"(TJ", d = fJJ(TJ, d,
ros rS rO+1,

As a numerical example, the diffraction of a uniform
micropolar dilatational wave with a propagation vector
normal to the crack plane for the case of a stationary crack
is investigated. The total wave field for a diffraction problem
is determined by adding the incident wave field and the
scattered wave field. For the purpose of determining the
dynamic stress and couple stress intensity factors, only the
scattered wave field must be considered. The boundary condi·
tions (2a) and (2b) for the scattered wave field are given,
respectively, by

and aOj, boj , eOj and doj, are constants and T j is the j th order
Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Note that only odd
order polynomials are included in the terms related to ma
crorotation, (J), and microrotation, ,p, due to the antisymmetry
of both rotations with respect to the y-axis for the problem
under consideration, and that only even order polynomials
are included in the terms related to displacement, v, in the
y-direction and the gradient of microrotation, ,p,•. Both r, =

oand au =eu =0, are taken from the initial conditions. Then,
from the continuity of Q* and fJJ" at r ,= 0 and a,j = eu =0, are
taken from the initial conditions. Then, from the continuity of
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Q* and (/)* at r=r., we have akj=a,j+bljLJr and C.j=Clj
+dljLJr, where l=k-l, and LJr=r.-r'~l' The problem is
now reduced to the determination of b,j and d, j for each
strip. In order to compute bij and du( rl < r < ri+ 1 = t), pick M
values of x, which are the zeros of T 2M (x/(l+a(t)] in [0,1
+ a( t)], that is,

[ ] (
2m-l lr)

Xm = l+a(t) cos~ 2 ' (45)
and

+ rr* cP*!,.(rlK.(t-r, 7J*-x)drd7J*JJAu

+ rr* cP*!,.(r)K5(t-r, 7J*-x)drd7J*JJA3k

Hjl.(xm, 0 = rr. Qf ( *~ ) drd7J*));,,. 71 x

+ rr* QfK6(t-r, 7J*-x)drd7J*JJA'3Jc

(49)

(50)

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(55)

(53)

(54)

K

KtD(t) 2ff-Ci:)!(A, C2 , c)Q*(I, 0,

KI~(t) = ;; g(j02, c) (/)*( 1, O.

N 2

The areas Ar., A~., and A!. of the k'h strip are, respective
ly, associated with Ar, At and A!. The area intergtals Fjl .,
Gjl • D jl • and H jl • are computed approximately by the
application of quadrature formulas of the Gauss type, with
the exception of the 7J*-integrals in the second and third
terms in Fjl • and Gjl ., the first and second terms in Djlk, and
the first term in H jl ., which are computed analytically by the
use of the recurrence formula, Tj +1(x)=2xTj (x)-Tj -l(X).
The details of the integration procedure are described by
Han(l989).

where equation (53) is obtained by dividing equation (33) by
(JJi and equation (54) is obtained by multiplying equation
(39) by lrb!J"02 and utilizing the boundary condition tyy(x, 0, rl
=-(J=-2(1-L")/lrC;[see equation (27)).

The micropolar coupling factor, N, is defined by

The coefficients of the unknown functions, Q*(7J*, 0 and
(/)*(71*, t), were computed by solving the simultaneous two
dimensional singular integral equations (46) and (47), from
which the normalized dynamic stress and couple stress inten-

The dynamic stress and the couple stress intensity factors
given by equations (33) and (39) can be rewritten as follows:

i 2M

L: L: [a.jDil.(Xm, O+b.jDj2k(Xm, t)]
k=lJ=2,4

1 2M
+ L: L: [c.jHj1.(Xm, O+dkjHj2k(Xm, t)]=O

k=U=2,4

for IXml< 1, (47)

i 2m-l

+b.jFj2.(xm.,)]+ L: L: [c.jGjl.(Xm. t)
k=lj=l,3

+ d. j Gj2k(xm, t) ] 2(1~L 2)

2M-l lxm
j~)a'j+b'j(t-rl)] ~l Qd7J*=-t

for IXml <1 (46)

and

where m=l, 2, "', M,

where m = 1, 2, "', M. Then, substituting equation (44a) into
equation (28) and equation (44) into equation (29), the follow
ing 2M x 2M simultaneous linear system of equations is
obtained:
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Time

Fig. 3 Normalized dynamic stress intensity factor of a station
ary crack for various coupling factors
(v=0.292)
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Fig. 5 Normalized dynamic stress intensity factor of a station
ary crack for various characteristic lengths()I=0.292)
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Fig. 4 Normalized dynamic couple stress intensity factor of a
stationary crack for various coupling factors (v=0.292)

Time

Fig. 6 Normalized dynamic couple stress intensity factor of a
stationary crack for various characteristic lengths ()I =
0.292)

sHy factors were obtained by use of equations (53) and (54).
The numerical results for N =0, 0.2, 004, 0.6, b=0.95 and j =
0.0196mm' are shown in Figure 3, wihch is compared wth the
work of Baker (1962), and Fig. 4 Our result is found to be
within 5 percent of that of Baker. The numerical results for
b= 0.2, 0.5, 0.95, N =:: 0.2 and j = 0.0196mm' are shown is Fig. 5
and 6.

It is seen from Fig. 3 and 4 that both the micropolar
dynamic stress and couple stress intensity factors increase as
the coupling factor increases. From Fig. 5 and 6, the mi
cropolar dynamic couple stress intensity factor is found to
decrease as the characteristic length increases, although the
micropolar dynamic stress intensity factor remains practi
cally the same. Therefore, the micropolar stress intensity
factor is always greater than the classical stress intensity
factor. The characteristic length does not significantly effect
the micropolar stress intensity factor, while it does affect the
couple stress intensity factor, as along as the characteristic
length for a finite crack is of the order of half of the crack
length.

Equation (19) for stress involves (jJ and ¢ and equation (24)
for couple stress involves both the displacement, transverse
to the crack surface, and the gradient of microrotation. The
classical solution for the corresponding problem has also

been obtained as a special case of our micropolar solution by
dropping the micropolar moduli in equation (46) and follow
ing the same numerical procedure. The corresponding curve
is depicted in Figure 3 along with the exact solution of
Baker(1982) for the purpose of comparison. Our result is
found to be in good agreement with that of Baker.

However, the Laplace transform inversion procedure,
based on the present problem, restricted the analysis to the
normalized time range to about t = 1.2. Although the solution
for the times when the stress and couple stress intensity
factors reached their maximum values was not obtained,
useful information has been found to emerge from our solu
tion concerning the behavior of the micropolar stress and
couple stress distributions in the dynamic crack propagation
process, the microrotation field and microinertia. Moreover,
it is reasonable to expect that the behavior of the stress
intensity factor for larger times would follow a similar
pattern as that of the classical case for corresponding times,
allowing for stress to reach maximum.
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